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Speakers:
Brian Atkinson | Chief of Party, USAID/OTI Colombia Transforma Activity
David K. Deng | Managing Director, Detcro LLC
Eka Tkeshelashvili | Chief of Party, USAID Ukraine Support to Anti-Corruption Champions Initiative (SACCI)

Key Takeaways

Opportunities of Localization through a Conflict Lens

David Deng underscored the need for people to be more engaged in the decision making process regarding
aid. In conflict settings, where livelihoods have been upended, urgency in action is necessary, and there
becomes a trade off of having quick humanitarian aid while local empowerment remains stagnant. Deng
illustrates that it is through localization that more lives could be saved in the long term. As someone whose
been in a car accident would need very different help than someone with a chronic illness, the same can be
applied to the way a country could use relief. By investing more in local capacities, long term objectives are
more likely to be reached, and better methods are created to mitigate conflicts. However, the issues of
funding, support, and the incentive structure designed for those challenge the opportunities for growth in
this area.
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EVENT SUMMARY

The Strategic Interests of the U.S. Government

Brian Atkinson details that internationally there are geopolitical institutions in place that address key
global issues.  What makes our government active in these disputes is a genuine interest in helping those
countries overcome conflict, violence, build democracy rights, establish safety and security, and attain
peace and prosperity. There is also an added secondary interest in making sure spillover effects are
prevented so that neighboring countries do not destabilize. Therefore, direct program implementation helps
to build local capacity and ownership that is more cost effective and empowering.

Pivoting: The Future of Locally Led Development

Eka Tkeshelashvili offered a personal perspective of dealing with unprecedented issues in conflict, and
says one always needs to be agile and flexible. Focusing on localization, supporters may have to adapt to
different roles to ensure that those who need capacities to make them more proactive in their communities
are given priority. In addition, Tkeshelashvili has saw that amidst conflicts there can still be incredible
momentum, vision, and commitment to planning for reconstruction and development. Through a conflict
lens, she urges us to always be mindful of those feelings, but not to force them, as ownership and
leadership comes through localized actors. Thus, by advocating for locally led development, more can be
achieved for less.
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